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Abstract:We used UV resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy exciting at ∼200 nm within the peptide
bond π f π* transitions to selectively study the amide vibrations of peptide bonds during R-helix melting.
The dependence of the amide frequencies on theirΨ Ramachandran angles and hydrogen bonding enables
us, for the first time, to experimentally determine the temperature dependence of the peptide bond Ψ
Ramachandran angle population distribution of a 21-residue mainly alanine peptide. These Ψ distributions
allow us to easily discriminate between R-helix, 310-helix and π-helix/bulge conformations, obtain their
individual melting curves, and estimate the corresponding Zimm and Bragg parameters. A striking finding
is that R-helix melting is more cooperative and shows a higher melting temperature than previously
erroneously observed. These Ψ distributions also enable the experimental determination of the Gibbs free
energy landscape along the Ψ reaction coordinate, which further allows us to estimate the free energy
barriers along the AP melting pathway. These results will serve as a benchmark for the numerous untested
theoretical studies of protein and peptide folding.

Introduction

The formation and melting of R-helices are the most
fundamental secondary structure dynamics of peptides and
proteins in their conformational search between their folded and
unfolded structures. This conformational search has been studied
for well over 50 years. The basic theory, which modeled this
transition was proposed by Zimm and Bragg1 and Poland and
Sheraga2 approximately forty-five years ago, envisioned a
transition between an ordered R-helix structure and a disordered
random coil structure. Cooperativity in the transition was
modeled through the assumption that the nucleation step for
R-helix formation occurs at a higher free energy because of the
entropic expense associated with restricting four amino acid
residues to occur in R-helical conformation prior to compensa-
tion by the intrahelix hydrogen bonding.
This theory, which appeared to adequately model R-helix

stability is parametrized in terms of three parameters, sig, the
small nucleation parameter, s the propagation parameter, and
N the length of the peptide. Experimental studies of typical
synthetic peptides which form R-helices (such as peptides rich
in ala) indicate that the R-helix melting and formation is only
weakly cooperative, with melting temperatures of between 10
and 30 °C.3-7 Recent kinetic R-helix melting studies, which

have utilized pump-probe spectroscopic techniques such as
temperature-jump fluorescence, IR, and UV Raman investiga-
tions often demonstrate single-exponential melting.3-6,8 More
complex multiexponential and/or nonexponential behavior is
also sometimes observed,7,9,10 as are different kinetics for
T-jumps between different initial and final temperatures. IR
studies of peptides isotopically labeled at specific positions, also
indicate that the different parts of polypeptide chains have
different melting rates.11,12 The time scale for melting appears
to be ∼200 ns, a long time compared to the sub-nsec expected
propagation times required to add or remove individual R-helical
residues at the R-helix ends.
Recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of R-helix

conformational dynamics have demonstrated that R-helix melt-
ing and formation is likely to be complex,13-19 since the other
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states such as turns, 310-, and π-helices are involved as the
R-helix conformation nucleates, grows, and melts.20-32 These
MD studies suggest that these 310 and π helical conformations,
as well as different turn motifs, are intermediates in R-helix
formation and melting, and can also be present as defects in
long R-helices.
A number of recent experimental R-helix melting studies have

begun to challenge the standard view of the R-helix conforma-
tional dynamics discussed above. A major challenge is the clear
recent demonstrations that R-helices do not melt to random coil
conformations.33-37 Rather, the unfolded peptides and proteins
exist in PPII conformations,33-50 which consist of left-handed
helices with 3 residues per helical turn, where the peptide bonds
hydrogen-bond to water.51-53

In the work here, we utilize UV resonance Raman (UVRR)
spectroscopy with excitation within the peptide bond π f π*
transitions54 to selectively probe the vibrational spectra of the
peptide bonds.55-58 Our recent examination of the UVRR spectra

of peptides and proteins has uncovered a quantitative correlation
between the frequency of a particular vibrational band called
the amide III3 (AmIII3) band and the peptide bond Ramachan-
dran Ψ angle.59 This quantitative correlation enables the direct
experimental monitor of motion along the major reaction
coordinate for secondary structure evolution. Here, we utilize
this correlation to quantitatively monitor the different secondary
structures involved in R-helix melting and how they evolve with
temperature. This enables us for the first time to monitor both
the change in average R-helical length and the presence of non
R-helical defects.

Experimental Section
Materials. The 21-residue alanine-based peptide AAAAA(AAARA)3A

(AP, also called Fs) was prepared (HPLC pure) at the Pittsburgh Peptide
Facility by using the solid-state peptide synthesis method. The AP
solutions in water contained 3 mg/mL concentrations of AP, and 0.2
M concentrations of sodium perchlorate, which was used as internal
intensity and frequency standards. All UVRR spectra were normalized
to the intensity of the ClO4- Raman band (932 cm-1).
UV Resonance Raman Instrumentation. The UVRR apparatus is

described in detail by Bykov et al.60 and Lednev et al.5 Briefly, the
third harmonic of a Coherent Infinity Nd:YAG laser operating at 100
Hz with a 3 ns pulse width was Raman shifted by five anti-Stokes
harmonics in 40 psi hydrogen gas to 204 nm to excite the amide band
UVRR spectra. The Raman scattered light was collected at an angle
close to backscattering and was dispersed with a partially subtractive
double monochromator. The Raman scattered light was detected by
using a Princeton Instruments Spec-10:400B CCD camera purchased
from Roper Scientific. The spectral accumulation times were ∼15 min
with a spectral resolution of ∼10 cm-1.

Results and Discussion
UVRR r-Helix-like AmIII3 Band Dramatically Narrows

at Elevated Temperatures. Figure 1 shows the temperature
dependence of the 204 nm-excited UVRR spectra of a 21 amino
acid residue mainly ala peptide, AP, containing three arg for
solubility. This peptide is >55% R-helical at 0 °C and less than
10% R-helical by 50 °C.5,6 At 50 °C, the peptide is predomi-
nantly in the PPII conformation.34
The measured UVRR spectra at different temperatures are

shown in Figure 1A, while Figure 1B shows spectra of the pure
PPII conformation at different temperatures. The 49 and 65 °C
Figure 1A spectra are essentially pure PPII spectra, while the
lower temperature spectra are a mixture of PPII and R-helix-
like spectra.
We previously5 calculated the underlying pure PPII spectra

at different temperatures, as shown in Figure 1B. Originally,
we incorrectly denoted these spectra as “random coil”,5 but later
showed that these are essentially pure PPII spectra, although
minor contributions from various turns and �-strand conforma-
tions could also exist.34 The major temperature induced spectral
differences in the PPII spectra derive from small frequency shifts
owing to the decreased peptide bond-water hydrogen bond
strength as the temperature increases.34,38,61 Figure 1C-F
difference spectra at different temperatures, which were calcu-
lated by subtracting off the PPII spectral contributions, look
R-helix-like,5 but contain additional features.
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The high-temperature Figure 1A spectra and the Figure 1B
PPII spectra show a strong AmIII3 band at ∼1245, a minor
AmIII2 band at ∼1303, and a ∼1370 and 1394 cm-1 doublet
from the CR-H b of the PPII conformation. The Figure 1C-F
spectra are R-helix-like. The R-helical spectrum shows an
AmIII3 band (which we denote AmIII3H) at ∼1261, a ∼1306
AmIII2 band, and a ∼1337 cm-1 AmIII1 band. Small bands at
∼1365 and 1387 cm-1 may originate either from the CH3
umbrella mode of ala side chains,61,62 or derive from CR-H b of
minor turn or �-strand conformations (see later). The band at
∼1165 cm-1 originates from the arg side chain,63 and is useful
as an additional internal standard band since its intensity should
be independent of temperature.
As shown in detail below, the∼1228 and ∼1200 cm-1 bands

(30 °C), which increase in relative intensity with temperature
in Figure 1C-F, derive from turn (or �-strand) conformations.59
Thus, we designate them as AmIII3T1 and AmIII3T2 bands.
The most striking spectral change with increasing temperature

is an ∼2-fold decrease in the AmIII3H peak width with little
accompanying change in the relative peak heights. In addition,
the relative intensities of the AmIII3T1 and AmIII3T2 bands
increase with temperature. The decreased signal-to noise ratio
(S/N) of the higher temperature R-helix spectra (Figure 1E,F)
results from the decreased R-helical fractions of AP at 20 and
30 °C, compared to that at lower temperatures.5,6
Temperature Dependence of Ψ Ramachandran Angle

Distributions of AP. We recently developed a method to
determine the peptide bond Ψ Ramachandran angular distribu-

tions from the UVRR AmIII3 profiles.34,38,59,64 Figure 2 shows
the temperature dependence of the Ψ angular distributions
calculated from the AmIII3 bands of the Figure 1 UVRR spectra
of AP.
The Figure 2 Ψ distributions shown in “blue-green” were

obtained from the Figure 1C-F AmIII3H band profiles using
the following expression developed for the interior R-helix
peptide bonds.59

where VIII3
iR is the “R-helical” AmIII3 frequency, which sinus-

oidally depends on Ψ angle.
The “blue-green” distributions for “R-helical” peptide bonds

remain essentially identical between 0 and 20 °C (Figure 2A-
C), but begin to narrow and upshift as the temperature increases
to 30 °C (Figure 2D). If these distributions are modeled as
Gaussians; their average Ψ angle shifts from 48° to 42°, while
their bandwidth parameter, σR (half width at half-height),
narrows from 14.7° ( 3.3° to 5.2° ( 1.4° (Figure 2).
The Figure 2 magenta distributions were calculated from the

AmIII3 bands of PPII conformations shown in Figure 1B, using
the following expression for peptide bonds fully exposed to
water:59
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the Amide III region of the 204 nm
excited UV resonance Raman (UVRR) spectra of AP: (A) experimental
spectra; (B) calculated temperature-dependent PPII spectra. Also shown is
the temperature dependence of the residual R-helical spectra after removal
of the PPII contributions: (C) 0 °C, (D) 10 °C, (E) 20 °C, and (F) 30 °C.
The AmIII3 bands of R-helix-like conformations are shown in blue.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the calculated R-helix Ψ Ram-
achandran angular distributions from the Figure 1C-F AP R-helix UVRR
spectra: (A) 0 °C; (B) 10 °C; (C) 20 °C; (D) 30 °C.

VIII3
iR (ψ) ) [1244 cm-1 - (54 cm-1sin(ψ + 260))] (1)

VIII3
PPII(ψ,T) ) [1256 cm-1 - (54 cm-1sin(ψ + 260))] -

0.11cm
-1

°C (T - T0)} (2)
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where VIII3
PPII(ψ,T) is the PPII AmIII3 frequency, T is the

experimental temperature, and T0 is equal to 0 °C.
The Figure 2 Ψ angle distributions shown in blue and

black, were calculated from the AmIIIT1 and AmIIIT2 bands
shown in Figure 1C-F using the average expression for peptide
bonds with an unknown hydrogen bonding pattern in water
solutions:59

where all the parameters have the same physical meanings as
in the eqs 1 and 2.
Each of the AmIIIT1 and AmIIIT2 bands gives two physically

possible Ψ angle solutions as shown in Figure 2. The AmIIIT1
band at ∼1228 cm-1 (30 °C) gives a “blue” Ψ distribution
which is either centered atΨ ≈ -5° (which would derive from
the i + 2 residue of either type I, I′, II, II′ turns59), or Ψ ≈
+133° (which would derive from the i + 1 residues of type II
turns, the i + 2 residues of type VIII turns or �-strands59). The
AmIIIT2 band at 1200 cm-1 (30 °C) has solutions Ψ ≈ +34°
(which would derive from the i + 1 residue of type I′ or III′
turns, or the i + 2 residue of type III′ turns, or from an inverse
γ-turn59), or Ψ ≈ +94° (which would derive from the i + 1
residues of type V turns, and �-strand conformations59). We
are working on developing a method to determine the Φ angle
to discriminate between these conformations.
The relative contribution of these turn (or �-strand) confor-

mations increases as the temperature increases, while the
integrated intensity of the broad “R-helix-like” AmIII3H band
decreases and its Ψ angle distribution narrows. The intensities
of the turn (or �-strand) bands are small, indicating concentra-
tions of less than 7% presuming UVRR cross sections similar
to that of the R-helix, or less than 3.5% presuming UVRR cross
sections similar to that of PPII.61
Simultaneous Existence of R-Helix, 310-Helix, and π-Helix/

Bulge Conformations. The very broad AmIII3H Ψ angle
distribution at low temperatures (Figure 2A-C) spans the Ψ
angles of the 310-helix and π-helix/bulge conformations. In
contrast, at 30 °C the bandwidth is only ∼50% larger than the
homogeneous bandwidth of 7.5 cm-1, which we measured for
a small peptide in a single well-defined crystal conformation.34
The AP R-helical ensemble at 30 °C is centered at ΨMAX )

-42° with a standard deviation of (5.2° (Figure 2D). This
(5.2° standard deviation is less than that found in the protein
data bank for R-helices in single-crystal proteins.65 Thus, we
conclude that the “R-helix-like” conformation of AP at 30 °C
is a pure homogeneous R-helical conformation, while at lower
temperatures additional conformations occur. The lowΨ angle
standard deviation for the AP pure R-helix conformation
presumably results from the high homogeneity of the AP
primary sequence.
The 3-fold broader “R-helix-like” Ψ angular distributions

(Figure 2A-C, “blue-green” distributions) compared to that at
30 °C (Figure 2D) indicate the presence of additional conforma-
tions. We investigated the lower temperature Ψ angular
distributions by subtracting the 30 °C pure R-helix distribution
from the lower temperature “R-helix-like” distributions. This

subtraction is appropriate, because the individual peptide bonds
Raman scatter UV light in the AmIII region independently,63
thus, the resulting UVRR spectra are the linear sums of
individual peptide bond contributions. Figure 3, which shows
the resulting Ψ angle distributions at 0, 10, and 20 °C,
demonstrates two relatively symmetric maxima at approximately
-28° and -58°.
The -28° maximum can be directly assigned to 310-helices

(type III turns) which have Ψ and Φ Ramachandran angles of
-26° and -60°, respectively. Hydrogen bonding in the 310-
helix occurs between the ith and i+ third peptide bonds, making
the 310-helix more tightly coiled than the R-helix. Our observa-
tion of 310-helices agrees with the recent evidence for 310-helices
in ala-rich peptides.20,23-26,66-81

The Ψ ≈ -58° distribution most likely originates from
π-bulges, which are known to be a common deformation in
R-helices.65 These π-bulges are short intrahelical deformations
involving “π-helix-like” hydrogen bonding between the ith and
i + fifth residues. Though ideal π-helices show Ψ and Φ
Ramachandran angles of-69° and-57°, respectively, π-bulges
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°C (T - T0)} (3)

Figure 3. Temperature dependence ofΨ angular distributions for R-helical
“defects”, calculated by subtracting pure R-helix (Figure 2D) from total
(Figure 2A-C) distributions: (A) 0 °C; (B) +10 °C; (C) +20 °C.
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showΨ angles close toΨ ≈ -58°. Our observation of π-bulges
agrees with recent reports on π-helix/π-bulge conformations in
ala-rich peptides.21,25-27,30,80,82
We considered the possibility that the Ψ angle distribution

assigned to π-bulges instead resulted from the three N-terminal
and three C-terminal residues of R-helices which cannot fully
intrahelix hydrogen bond. These peptide bonds, which are
hydrogen bonded to water, would be frequency upshifted by 9
and 3 cm-1, respectively, compared to those which intrahelix
hydrogen bond.59 However, the high-temperature Figure 2D
R-helix distribution indicates that the terminal pure R-helix Ψ
angle conformations overlap those of the central R-helix peptide
bonds. Thus, we conclude that the terminal residues of the
R-helices do not contribute to the Ψ ) -58° distribution.
Different Melting Temperatures (Tm) For r-Helix, 310-

Helix, and π-Helix/Bulge. If we assume identical Raman cross
sections for the internal and terminal R-helix residues, as well
as for the 310- and π-helices, we can calculate the melting curves
for these conformations (Figure 4), as well as the temperature
dependence of their Gibbs free energy landscapes (Figure 5).
The most striking feature of the Figure 4 melting curves is that
R-helix melting now looks more cooperative, with a Tm ≈ 45
°C, a substantially larger Tm than previously determined by CD4
and Raman.5 Melting of the 310-helices and π-bulges is also
cooperative with Tm ≈ 20 and 10 °C, respectively. Previous
studies,6 unable to distinguish between these conformations,
determined a much less cooperative average melting curve
which could be well fit by a Zimm and Bragg nucleation
parameter, sig, of ∼8 × 10-4 and a lower Tm ) ∼27 °C for the
so-called “R-helix”. As discussed later, we find that the Figure
4 resolved R-helix melting curve results in quite different Zimm
and Bragg nucleation and thermodynamic parameters.
Recently, Ianoul et al.83 deuterium substituted the penultimate

AP residues and demonstrated that the R-helix-like penultimate
segments melt at lower temperatures than do the ∼6 central
R-helical peptide bonds. This allows us to conclude that the
310-helices and π-bulge conformations preferentially occur in

regions outside the six central AP peptide bonds, toward the
ends of the R-helical segments. We can now reconsider the
kinetic Raman melting studies of Lednev et al.6 who measured
melting using a T-jump from 4 to 26 °C. Figure 4 shows that
the π-bulges are the dominant melting species between these
temperatures. Thus, we now can conclude that melting of
π-bulges occurs with a relaxation time of 180 ( 60 ns at room
temperature. If these π-bulges melted to PPII conformations
directly in a two-state transition, we would estimate π-bulge
folding and unfolding rate constants as 4.0 × 105 and 5.2 ×
106 s-1, respectively.
However, molecular dynamical studies indicate that the 310-

helix and π-bulge conformations are transient R-helix defect
structures,23-27 which are less stable than the pure R-helix
conformations and, therefore, melt at lower temperatures. Thus,
our estimation of rate constants using a 2-state model is
questionable. The stability of 310-helix and π-bulge conforma-
tions derives from the increased peptide bond-water hydrogen
bonding stabilization34,38 that occurs at lower temperatures for
the more solvent exposed 310-helices (type III turns)84 and
π-bulges.65
Experimental Gibbs Free Energy Landscapes. We can

utilize our calculated conformation population distributions
(Figure 2) to calculate portions of the Gibbs free energy(82) Feig, M.; MacKerell, A. D., Jr.; Brooks, C. L., III. J. Phys. Chem. B 2003,

107, 2831-2836.
(83) Ianoul, A.; Mikhonin, A.; Lednev, I. K.; Asher, S. A. J. Phys. Chem. A

2002, 106, 3621-3624. (84) Sundaralingam, M.; Sekharudu, Y. C. Science 1989, 244, 1333-1337.

Figure 4. Melting/formation curves for AP major pure secondary structure
conformations: (×) original (R-helix” melting curve as reported by Lednev
et al.5,6, which is a sum of individual R- π- and 310-helical melting curves);
(red diamond) perfect R-helix melting; (green square) 310-helix (type III
turn) melting; (blue circle) π-bulge (π-helix) melting; (x) PPII formation.
The lines through the points for the “R-helix-like” conformations derive
from the Zimm-Bragg model as described in the text.

Figure 5. Relative Gibbs energy landscapes (GFEL) for AP at different
temperatures: (A) 0 °C, (B) +10 °C, (C) +20 °C, (D) +30 °C. Black lines
with circles represent well-determined portions of the GFEL in the R-helix
and PPII regions of the Ramachandran plot. The dotted blue line in the
uncertain “turn” regions of the Ramachandran plot, assumes that the turns
T1 and T2 exist at Ψ ≈ -10° and +30°, respectively. The dashed green
line assumes that turns T1 and T2 exist at Ψ ≈ +130° and +90°,
respectively. The red line shows the fit of R-helical part of GFEL using
the harmonic oscillator approximation. “PB” means “peptide bond”.
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landscape (GFEL) along the Ψ Ramachandran angle folding
reaction coordinate, applying the simple Boltzmann argument.38
Figure 5 shows the resulting AP GFEL at 0, 10, 20, and 30 °C.
The black lines through circles show the well-determined
portions of the GFEL in the R-helix and the PPII regions of the
Ramachandran plot. The red line shows the fit of R-helical part
of the GFEL using a harmonic oscillator model GR ) G0R +
kR(Ψ - Ψ0)2/2. This fit allows us to estimate the torsional
restoring force constant (kR) for a perfect R-helix conformation
at 30 °C: kR ≈ 92 J/deg2.
The dotted blue line in Figure 5 shows a very roughly

estimated GFEL in the “turn” regions of the Ramachandran plot,
assuming that the assigned turns T1 and T2 exist at Ψ ≈ -5°
and +34°, respectively. In this case, it is not possible to
determine the portion of GFEL between Ψ values of ∼60° and
100°, nor to reliably determine the free energy barrier between
the R-helix and the PPII conformations (60° to 100°, Figure 5).
However, we can estimate that the barriers at other angles are
<12.5 kJ/(mol‚peptide bond) (kJ/(mol‚PB)).
The dashed green line in Figure 5 shows another option for

the GFEL in the “turn” region of the Ramachandran plot, which
assumes that the turns T1 and T2 (or �-strands) exist at Ψ ≈
+133° and +94°, respectively. Under this assumption, we
estimate that the free energy barriers between the R-helix and
PPII conformations lie between 9 and 14 kJ/(mol‚PB).
The experimental Figure 5 AP GFELs are qualitatively similar

to those theoretically estimated by Young and Brooks20 for Ace-
(Ala)n-NMe (n ) 4, 5, 10, 15) in water. However, the Figure 5
GFELs, in addition to pure R-helix and 310-helix conformations,
also include contributions from a π-bulge conformation. It is
striking that the Figure 5 activation free energy barriers of ∼10
to 12 kJ/(mol‚PB) are essentially identical to that of Young and
Brooks20 (∼2 to 3 kcal/(mol‚PB)). However, we find that the
apparent Gibbs free energy difference between the R-helix and
310-helix conformations is ∼2 kJ/(mol‚PB), which is smaller
than the ∼0.6 to 1.6 kcal/(mol‚PB) values calculated by Young
and Brooks,20 as well as the ∼1 kcal/(mol‚PB) calculated value
of Tirado-Rives et al.31

Applying the similar Boltzmann distribution argument,38 we
can use, for example, the Figure 3C 310-helix and π-bulge
peptide bond distribution to estimate their relative Gibbs free
energies, which allows us to determine the torsional constants
for the 310-helix and the π-bulge/helix conformations (Figure
6). We find torsional constants k310 ≈ 146 and kπ ≈ 33 J/deg2
for the 310-helix and the π-bulge at 20 °C, respectively. Thus,
the more tightly coiled the “helical” structure, the larger is its
torsional force constant (kπ < kR < k310), as expected.
Insights into Complex Melting Kinetics of AP-like Pep-

tides. Our results provide new insights into the melting
phenomena of R-helices. The obvious population heterogeneity
of the low temperature R-helix-like ensembles should contribute
to complicated multiexponential and/or nonexponential kinetics
for R-helix melting, which is, in fact, observed for similar
peptides.7,9 This population heterogeneity clarifies why the
observed R-helix kinetic melting in these peptides depends on
the initial and final temperatures; complicated kinetic behaviors
occur for low initial T-jump temperatures,7,9 whereas at the
higher initial sample temperatures, the pure R-helix shows
essentially monoexponential kinetic melting.7,9

In addition, the recent kinetic studies of Decatur and
co-workers11,12 suggest that the ala-rich peptides show different
monoexponential relaxation times for different isotopically
labeled segments of the ala-rich chains, which clearly suggests
that the melting of these peptides is not a simple two-state
process.
Our melting studies here simply explain the anti-Arrhenius

melting kinetics observed by Lednev et al.5 Folding kinetics
are fast at low temperatures where relaxation involves 310-helices
and π-bulges melting to PPII conformations. In contrast, the
higher temperature melting T-jumps sampled only pure R-helix
melting which was slower. The kinetic measurements were
unable at that time to differentiate melting of these different
conformations. We describe the origin of this anti-Arrhenius
behavior in a forthcoming publication.
Zimm-Bragg Parameters for r-Helix, 310-Helix, and

π-Helix/Bulge Conformations.We can compare the Zimm and
Bragg apparent nucleation parameters for these structures and
estimate the melting enthalpies and entropies. The system is
underdetermined so that these parameters are not independent.
Since the perfect R-helix melting is more cooperative than that
of the “so-called R-helix” (Figure 4), we will assume that the
perfect R-helix sigR ) ∼10-5, somewhat less than the sigR )
∼8 × 10-4 reported by Lednev et al.6 The entropic cost for
forming the first hydrogen bond in 310- and R-helices is counted
in the nucleation parameter, sig. Sheinerman and Brooks85 argued
that two additional dihedral angles must be restricted to initially
form a 310-helical turn, while four additional dihedral angles
must be restricted to initially form an R-helical turn. This led
them to estimate that the nucleation parameter for the 310-helix
is sig310 ≈ (sigR)0.5. Applying this argument to a π-bulge we
estimate that sigπ ≈ (sigR)1.5, since six additional dihedral angles
must be restricted to form first π-helical turn. Thus, taking sigR
≈ 10-5, we estimate sig310 ≈ 3 ×10-3 and sigπ ≈ 3 × 10-8.
This approach allows for an adequate fit to the observed melting
curves for perfect R-helices and π-helices/bulges (Figure 4).
We find hydrogen bonding enthalpies of ΔH ) -7.2 and -4.4
kJ/(mol‚res) for the perfect R-helix and the π-helix/bulge,

(85) Sheinerman, F. B.; Brooks, C. L., III. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 10098-
10103.

Figure 6. Relative Gibbs free energies of 310-helix and π-bulge at +20
°C as a function ofΨ angle. Black line through circles shows the calculated
GFEL obtained from the Figure 3C distributions. The red line shows the
fit of these data points to a harmonic oscillator model. “PB” means “peptide
bond”.
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respectively. We also estimate entropies ΔS ) -17.4 and -7.8
J/(mol‚K‚res) for the perfect R-helix and π-helix/bulge, respec-
tively. In contrast, the Zimm and Bragg model fails to adequately
describe the melting of 310-helices with physically reasonable
nucleation and propagation parameters sig and s, although it is
possible to get an adequate fit (Figure 4).
Alternatively we can constrain the enthalpy for all these

structures to be -6.3 kJ/(mol‚res) and then estimate the
nucleation parameters and the entropies. This approach provides
the nucleation parameters of ∼1 × 10-7, 1 × 10-8, and 1 ×
10-5, for R-helix, 310-helix, and π-helix/bulge, respectively. We
also estimate entropies of approximately -7.9, -7.8, and -14.6
J/(mol‚K‚res), respectively. Assuming the same enthalpies we
find that the nucleation parameters follow a trend, exactly
opposite of that expected by Sheinerman and Brooks.85 What-
ever the case, the melting of R-helix-like AP is definitely far
from a two state transition. Thus, the physical meaning of these
Zimm and Bragg parameters is no longer straightforward.

Concusions

Our ability to directly monitor the Ψ Ramachandran angles
of peptide bonds allows us for the first time to separately study
the melting of the R-, 310-, and π-helix/bulge conformations. It
is somewhat surprising to find that the 310- and π-helix/bulge

conformations melt prior to melting of pure R-helices, since
these conformations are proposed to be intermediates in the
unfolding pathway. Apparently they are much more transient
at the higher R-helix melting temperature.
We estimated Zimm and Bragg nucleation (sig) and propaga-

tion (s) parameters for perfect R-helix and π-helix/bulge
conformations. A striking finding is that the AP pure R-helix
melts with much higher cooperativity and shows much higher
Tm, ∼45 °C, then was originally reported by CD4 and Raman.5
We were able for the first time to experimentally monitor the
Gibbs free energy landscapes and the free energy barriers on
the AP melting reaction pathway. These experimental measure-
ments should serve as a benchmark for theoretical studies of
protein folding. Future equilibrium and kinetic studies of
isotopically edited peptides will allow us to more deeply
examine “R-helix” to PPII melting, as well as other peptide
backbone conformational transitions.
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